SLIMEY THINGS:

Slimey things are an experimental
kitsch, sci-ﬁ electronic pop/rock
band based in Sydney, Australia.
The infamous group known for
their hybrid of infectious songs and
energetic, upbeat live performances
have received much acclaim as one
of the most unique acts in Sydney.
Infusing sci-ﬁ space sounds and zany
cartoon sound effects, Slimey Things give their listeners an outer-space, movie-like
reality as experienced in some 80s music and the B-grade sci-ﬁ ﬁlms of the 50s.
A tight outﬁt for over ﬁve years, their unearthly sound developed and evolved into an
energetic blend of catchy pop, retro-futuristic rock and soundtrack music. During this
time, Slimey things have seen their fan base triple as they have taken Sydney audiences
by storm.
Unearthed by enigmatic front man,Vocalist/ Guitarist Nick Soole, this sextet of PseudoPop Psychos are accomplished musicians in their own right.
With widespread radio airplay and memorable “seared into your brain” live
performances; it seems only a matter of time before the catchy rhythms of Slimey
Things cannot be contained and breach Earth’s puny defences.

blue pie productions
artist’s biography.
BAND WEBSITES:
www.slimeythings.com
www.mp3.com.au/slimeythings
DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
Slimey Things is available from
the following digital retailers:
www.musicnow.com
www.mulemusic.com
www.bigpondmusic.com
www.rhapsody.com
www.itunes.com
www.stayaround.com
VIDEO CLIP:
You can watch the video clip by going
to http://66.197.68.42/slimeythings/
SOUND BYTES:
LIVE 365 and BLUE PIE WEB RADIO MUZIK 4U: Tune
into Slimey Things by going to www.bluepie.com.au and
clicking on the Blue Pie web radio link or by visiting
www.live365.com

SLIMEY THINGS ARE:
Nick Soole – Composer/ Voice/ Electric Guitar
Andrew Mortensen – Electric Bass/ Voice
Matt D. Ward – Drums
Ian Pieterse – Alto and Baritone Sax
Tristan Baker – Laptop/MIDI Guitar/ Voice
Daniel Pliner – Keyboards/Piano

CONTACT DETAILS:
Record Label:
Blue Pie ProductionsTM Pty Ltd
p: +61 2 9310 0155
f: +61 2 9310 0166
m: 0422 99 77 60
e: damien@bluepie.com.au
w: www.bluepie.com.au

WHAT THE MEDIA ARE SAYING:

Public Relations and Marketing:
Rose Marie Lim
Blue Pie ProductionsTM Pty Ltd
p: +61 2 9310 0155
f: +61 2 9310 0166
e: pr@bluepie.com.au
w: www.bluepie.com.au

“The Slimey Things are the most consistently entertaining live group I’ve ever seen, and
I’ve seen them over ten times. Their music is so fantastically warped, but also contains
some of the most infectious melodies amidst the madness. Combining pop, surf rock,
sci-ﬁ and even 80’s electro, their diversity could easily have them playing alongside
anyone from Fantomas, to Deerhoof, to Anticon’s Why? I’d just love to see what front
man Nick Soole can come up with in the studio.”
~Andrew Levin’s, FBI 94.5FM~

Artist Bookings:
Rose Marie Lim
Blue Pie ProductionsTM Pty Ltd
p: +61 2 9310 0155
f: +61 2 9310 0166
e: pr@bluepie.com.au
w: www.bluepie.com.au

“These guys have it... And the crowds know it. They are one of the best entertainment
value acts around.”
~Stuart Tabrett, Magic Blue Media~

Nick Soole
p: 0417 68 61 53
e: nick@slimeythings.com

“The best pop since DEVO blew the world away in ‘81.”
~Damien Reilly, CEO of Blue Pie Productions~
“These guys are from another planet.”
~Paul Searle’s, Producer~
“The fastest growing band in this country un-be-known to some.”
~Jaimie Leonarder, SBS TV~
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